OHDSI
Happy However You Holiday!
When poll is active respond at PollEv.com/patrickryan800

What gift has OHDSI given you? What gift do you want to give to OHDSI?

Nobody has responded yet.

Hang tight! Responses are coming in.
Guess the Gift Giver

Rules:
• I’ll give you the clue of a gift giver in the OHDSI community
• You answer by typing the name in the MSTeams Chat
• The first person to type the correct answer earns a point
• The person with the most points wins!
A _ _ _ : This person was a Titan winner in 2023 for her gift of leading the Phenotype Phebruary activities with Gowtham Rao
AZZA: This person was a Titan winner in 2023 for her gift of leading the Phenotype Phebruary activities with Gowtham Rao.
Guess the Gift Giver

B _ _ : This person is driving our community to large-scale analysis to support quality improvement, ideally in collaboration with NCQA and leveraging the FHIR-OMOP interface, as he presented
BEN: This person is driving our community to large-scale analysis to support quality improvement, ideally in collaboration with NCQA and leveraging the FHIR-OMOP interface, as he presented

Hamlin
Guess the Gift Giver

C _ _ _ _ _ _ : This Titan winner is sharing her gift of collaborative spirit to make connections as part of the Africa chapter.
Guess the Gift Giver

CYNTHIA : Sung

This Titan winner is sharing her gift of collaborative spirit to make connections as part of the Africa chapter.
Guess the Gift Giver

D _ _ _ _ _ : She’s the queen of FHIR and her willingness to connect our two communities has been a gift for everyone who loves data standards
DAVERA: She’s the queen of FHIR and her willingness to connect our two communities has been a gift for everyone who loves data standards.
Guess the Gift Giver

E__ __ __: Her gift to the community in 2023 was leading OHDSI’s largest ever network study, with 26 databases and 64 co-authors included in the eClinicalMedicine publication, ‘Contextualising adverse events of special interest to characterise the baseline incidence rates in 24 million patients with COVID-19 across 26 databases: a multinational retrospective cohort study’
Guess the Gift Giver

ERICA: Her gift to the community in 2023 was leading OHDSI’s largest ever network study, with 26 databases and 64 co-authors included in the eClinicalMedicine publication, ‘Contextualising adverse events of special interest to characterise the baseline incidence rates in 24 million patients with COVID-19 across 26 databases: a multinational retrospective cohort study’
Guess the Gift Giver

F _ _ : Her gift to OHDSI and FDA was the development and evaluation of a Bayesian framework for vaccine safety surveillance, as published in Statistics in Medicine
FAN: Her gift to OHDSI and FDA was the development and evaluation of a Bayesian framework for vaccine safety surveillance, as published in *Statistics in Medicine*.
Guess the Gift Giver

G__ __ __ : He’s like the Secret Santa, never taking credit for the fact that he runs the OHDSI central coordinating center and shoulders the responsibility for ensuring the sustainability of our community
GEORGE: He’s like the Secret Santa, never taking credit for the fact that he runs the OHDSI central coordinating center and shoulders the responsibility for ensuring the sustainability of our community.

Hripcsak
Guess the Gift Giver

H _ _: He and his team have given OHDSI the gift of learning from freetext notes by standardizing the natural language processing pipelines.
He and his team have given OHDSI the gift of learning from freetext notes by standardizing the natural language processing pipelines.
I __ __ __ __: His gift was leading the Center for Surgical Sciences and demonstrating how OHDSI’s analytics, such as prediction models, can directly support point-of-care decisions in Denmark.
Guess the Gift Giver

ISMAIL: Gogenur

His gift was leading the Center for Surgical Sciences and demonstrating how OHDSI’s analytics, such as prediction models, can directly support point-of-care decisions in Denmark.
J____: OHDSI owes him our thanks for bringing OHDSI to Latin America and bringing Latin America to OHDSI
Guess the Gift Giver

JOSE: OHDSI owes him our thanks for bringing OHDSI to Latin America and bringing Latin America to OHDSI

Posada
K _ _ _ : This 2023 Titan winner has given our community two gifts: maintaining DataQualityDashboard and providing inspiration to all Kheirons about the journey from mentee to leader.
KATY: This 2023 Titan winner has given our community two gifts: maintaining DataQualityDashboard and providing inspiration to all Kheirons about the journey from mentee to leader.
L _ _:  He may keep under the radar, but his gift to the community is ensuring that we all can develop open-source tools with a testing infrastructure, and can collaborate with each other through community tools (in addition to maintaining Braoadsea and OhdsiSharing)
Guess the Gift Giver

LEE: He may keep under the radar, but his gift to the community is ensuring that we all can develop open-source tools with a testing infrastructure, and can collaborate with each other through community tools (in addition to maintaining Broadsea and OhdsiSharing).
Guess the Gift Giver

M_ _ _:_ This dynamic duo has gifted us with their innovation for years, including their co-leadership of our population-level estimation methods research workgroup

M _ _ _ _ _ _
Guess the Gift Giver

MARC: This dynamic duo has gifted us with their innovation for years, including their co-leadership of our population-level estimation methods research workgroup.

MARTIJN Schuemie
Guess the Gift Giver

N____ ___: She earned her 2023 Titan Award for her leadership in Australia and across the APAC region, but her tastiest gift this year was AI-generated beer.
NICOLE: She earned her 2023 Titan Award for her leadership in Australia and across the APAC region, but her tastiest gift this year was AI-generated beer.
Guess the Gift Giver

O _ _ _ : His gift is one we all depend on, as Vocabulary Tech Lead at Odysseus, he ensures our open community data standards have a common semantic foundation.
OLEG: His gift is one we all depend on, as Vocabulary Tech Lead at Odysseus, he ensures our open community data standards have a common semantic foundation.
Guess the Gift Giver

P_ _ _ _ _: Some might say her greatest gift to the OHDSI community has been her contributions to the vocabulary, including ATC and introducing SSSOM, but others may vote for the gift she gave us with her song-writing and singing during OHDSI Got Talent!
POLINA: Some might say her greatest gift to the OHDSI community has been her contributions to the vocabulary, including ATC and introducing SSSOM, but others may vote for the gift she gave us with her song-writing and singing during OHDSI Got Talent!
Q _ _ _ _: An important methods research gift in 2023 was her Journal of Biomedical Informatics publication, ‘Padé approximant meets federated learning: A nearly lossless, one-shot algorithm for evidence synthesis in distributed research networks with rare outcomes’
QIONG: An important methods research gift in 2023 was her Journal of Biomedical Informatics publication, ‘Padé approximant meets federated learning: A nearly lossless, one-shot algorithm for evidence synthesis in distributed research networks with rare outcomes’
R_ _ _ _ _: She gifted OHDSI EU attendees with the ‘Intro to OHDSI’ tutorial, and is leading the Netherlands National Node
RENSKE: She gifted OHDSI EU attendees with the ‘Intro to OHDSI’ tutorial, and is leading the Netherlands National Node.
Guess the Gift Giver

S___ ___ ___: His gifts to the community are numerous, but 2023 saw his co-leadership in the APAC Sisyphus Challenge study of fluoroquinolones and a stirring gayageum performance during OHDSI Got Talent!
SENG CHAN:  His gifts to the community are numerous, but 2023 saw his co-leadership in the APAC Sisyphus Challenge study of fluoroquinolones and a stirring gayageum performance during OHDSI Got Talent! You
Guess the Gift Giver

T__ __ __ _: Perhaps his greatest gift is his never-ending willingness to collaborate and support others, even when joining from odd hours from Saudi Arabia
THAMIR: Perhaps his greatest gift is his never-ending willingness to collaborate and support others, even when joining from odd hours from Saudi Arabia.
Guess the Gift Giver

_U_:

Her leadership within the APAC Chapter and enthusiastic support of OHDSI training activities are gifts that keep on giving.
Guess the Gift Giver

MUI: Van Zandt

Her leadership within the APAC Chapter and enthusiastic support of OHDSI training activities are gifts that keep on giving.
V___ __ __: Her gifts in leading our NLP workgroup were best exemplified in her lead-authored publication in Journal of Biomedical Informatics, ‘Representing and utilizing clinical textual data for real world studies: An OHDSI approach’
VIPINA: Keloth

Her gifts in leading our NLP workgroup were best exemplified in her lead-authored publication in Journal of Biomedical Informatics, ‘Representing and utilizing clinical textual data for real world studies: An OHDSI approach’
Guess the Gift Giver

__ __ __ __ W: When the going get Tufts, he never gets going, and is always there, whether it be leading the Psychiatry or GIS workgroups or contributing to OHDSI’s Steering WG
ANDREW: When the going get Tufts, he never gets going, and is always there, whether it be leading the Psychiatry or GIS workgroups or contributing to OHDSI’s Steering WG.
Guess the Gift Giver

X _ _ _ _ _:

Li

She earned her DPhil at Oxford this year by generating evidence, including studies within the OHDSI network that were gifts to support regulatory decision-making at EMA, and contributing to EnCEPP Guidelines.
Guess the Gift Giver

XINTONG: Li

She earned her DPhil at Oxford this year by generating evidence, including studies within the OHDSI network that were gifts to support regulatory decision-making at EMA, and contributing to EnCEPP Guidelines.
Guess the Gift Giver

Y__ __: His gifts to OHDSI extend beyond his own methods research that earned him a Titan in 2021 and extends to his UPenn research lab where they are pioneering innovations is federated learning
YONG: His gifts to OHDSI extend beyond his own methods research that earned him a Titan in 2021 and extends to his UPenn research lab where they are pioneering innovations is federated learning
One gift this year was her first lead-authored publication, ‘Serially Combining Epidemiological Designs Does Not Improve Overall Signal Detection in Vaccine Safety Surveillance’, but her leadership of the Early Stage Researcher WG is an enduring gift for all of OHDSI.
Guess the Gift Giver

FAAIZAH: One gift this year was her first lead-authored publication, ‘Serially Combining Epidemiological Designs Does Not Improve Overall Signal Detection in Vaccine Safety Surveillance’, but her leadership of the Early Stage Researcher WG is an enduring gift for all of OHDSI.
Holiday Pictionary

Rules:
• Clair and Paul will be competing against each other
• Categories will be 'OHDSI, Holidays, or both’.
• There will be 3 rounds of 2 clues each, each going back and forth.
• Their goal is to draw or act out something and get anyone in the community to guess the answer in the chat. (They can draw and gesture, but no speaking or writing words).
• Winner is the one with the most points, tiebreaker will be the person who gets the most points in the fastest time.
Name (and Sing) That Tune!

Rules:
• I will show and read aloud lyrics to a song written (with help from GPT4) about OHDSI, to the tune of a holiday favorite song
• First person who recognizes the holiday song and writes the name in the chat gets 1 point
• That person will be given first option to sing the full OHDSI lyrics to the tune, and earn 5 points. If they decline the option, the first person to raise their hand in MSTeams will get the chance to earn 5 points.
• The person with the most points will win a special prize!
Name (and sing) that tune!

It's the most insightful time with OHDSI,
With the data sharing and everyone caring,
Good health is near,
It's the most insightful time with OHDSI.

It's the hap-happiest season for data,
With those healthcare greetings and open meetings,
When friends come to call,
It's the hap-happiest season of all.

There'll be standards for following,
Insights for collating,
And discussing big data in the snow.
There'll be scientific stories,
And tales of the glories of
Healthcare breakthroughs long, long ago.

It's the most insightful time with OHDSI,
There'll be much collaboration and great innovation,
When loved ones are near,
It's the most insightful time with OHDSI.

There'll be studies designed,
New knowledge refined,
As we tread on this grand data odyssey.
In this vast network's fold,
Many stories will be told,
Of how data can enhance our destiny.

It's the most insightful time with OHDSI,
With the community thriving and everybody striving
To improve care so dear,
It's the most insightful time,
Yes, the most insightful time,
Oh, the most insightful time,
With OHDSI, this year!
OHDSI Seeks Verdad,
OHDSI Seeks Verdad,
OHDSI Seeks Verdad, data paths we globally trod.

I wanna wish you a world of open science,
Where data speaks and brings compliance,
With standards high, we unify,
In OHDSI's grand alliance.

OHDSI Seeks Verdad,
OHDSI Seeks Verdad,
OHDSI Seeks Verdad, data paths we globally trod.

Let's celebrate our global collaboration,
In methods research, a strong foundation,
With open-source, we chart the course,
For healthcare's transformation.

In clinical applications, we're leading,
For reliable evidence, we're all needing,
Together we explore, and what's more,
It's knowledge we're feeding.

OHDSI Seeks Verdad,
OHDSI Seeks Verdad,
OHDSI Seeks Verdad, data paths we globally trod.
Name (and sing) that tune!

I don't want a lot for health care,
OHDSI is all I need.
I don't care about the presence
Of non-standard tools in Broadsea.
I just want it for my own,
More than you could ever know.
Make my wish come true,
All I want for health is OHDSI.

I don't need to code my package,
now that I’ve got Strategus.
Patrick won't make me happy
With a closing on Symposium day.
I just want to join the cause,
To improve health without a pause.
What more can I do?
Oh, all I want for health is OHDSI.

'Cause I just want data here tonight,
Holding insights tight.
What more can I do?
Baby, all I want for health is OHDSI.

Oh, I don't want a lot for health care,
This is all I'm asking for.
I just want to see the world healthy,
Right outside my door.
Oh, I just want you for my own,
More than you could ever know.
Make my wish come true,
All I want for health is OHDSI, OHDSI..
You’re a bright one, dear OHDSI,
You really lead the way,
With your data so comprehensive, and insights so extensive,
You're as bright as the sunniest day, dear OHDSI,
With a collaborative spirit so rare and fair.

You’re a leader, dear OHDSI,
In the open science field,
Your commitment to sharing and caring, and for patient welfare daring,
Sets the standard to which all others yield, dear OHDSI,
Your approach to data is a refreshing and invigorating breath of open air.

You’re a changemaker, OHDSI,
Your impact is vast and wide,
With research that’s groundbreaking, and new paths you’re always making,
You bring a tide of change that cannot be denied, dear OHDSI,
Your pursuit of knowledge is like a beacon shining bright in healthcare’s night.

You’re the key one, dear OHDSI,
In the world of health data today,
With standards that are open, and a community unbroken,
You lead us on a brighter, enlightened way, dear OHDSI,
You're the heart and soul of healthcare data's most noble and ambitious goal.
What gift has OHDSI given you? What gift do you want to give to OHDSI?

Nobody has responded yet.

Hang tight! Responses are coming in.